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“The Globalization model breaks down if human factors 
are not considered – no one can work 24 hours.”
      Research Strategist



As an enterprise, IBM is seeking flexibility and efficiencies from global 
integration while simultaneously embracing the opportunities from 
emerging growth markets and services innovation. We are mindful of the 
expansion of technology to every facet of modern life and the enormous 
advantages and challenges this expansion presents. From intelligent 
energy management to digital health monitoring to recalling the minutia 
of every conversation, the “Smart Planet” will be overwhelmed with 
capabilities. 

This 2015 CIO Outlook considers a few overarching business and 
information technology trends that will reshape the way we view the 
world and work together. The paper is targeted at our internal technical 
leaders and innovators who are interested in future opportunities.

The response by the enterprise to the sheer volume of information 
that will surround us in 2015 will eclipse every other initiative. Today 
several approaches point the way, including web search, scientific 
data analytics and social computing. These emerging technologies will 
utilize the increasing volume of information to generate the metadata 
we need to deliver timely real-world insights. Simultaneously, intuitive 
communication interfaces will increasingly compliment our ability to 
sense the real world by direct connection to its virtual representation.  

Traditional computing devices will yield to the practical needs of mobility 
and the desire for more direct collaboration with each other and with our 
information. Speech, direct multi-touch device interaction and large, high 
definition displays will begin to replace laptops. We will experience much 
of this capability through consumer IT, but also by direct adoption first by 
employees, as we see with innovative smart phones and web services 
today.  

Executive Summary

Commerce in 2015 will be more transparent and the granularity of 
transactions will be reduced as billions of new consumers enter the 
market. The expansion of Internet-based services and devices has 
enabled global individuals to create innovative products and services 
that were once the province of enterprises. Enterprises will increasingly 
become virtualized, held together by common values and social 
computing that amplifies their capabilities.

Given these trends and the underlying technical shifts, we document 
a series of opportunities for progressive realization of the benefits 
including:

Seeking ways to expand the social computing of employees to •	
demonstrate our capabilities and enable participation, as global 
citizens, in solutions for urgent business, energy and environmental 
challenges
Developing large scale information integration clusters to provide •	
real-time business insight for employees and clients
Expand Cloud Computing initiatives with delivery models that enable •	
flexible delivery of client services externally and provide employee 
choice models competitive with consumer IT

The Chief Information Officer (CIO) role within IBM and at many of our 
clients has shifted to emphasize the connection between innovation and 
business value. In the CIO organization, we have many opportunities to 
prepare our company for 2015, including directing research, enabling 
pilots and innovating on our governance and business models. At the 
same time we have a distinct role in evaluating and communicating 
the business value of embracing these trends and creating sustainable 
advantage.
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Predicting the future is usually a fool’s errand. Now more than ever, 
such is certainly the case. In 2008 we have been lulled into a steady but 
predictable state of technological anticipation.
 
We have come to expect the unexpected as a matter of course.

In just this past decade we began enjoying a marvelous array of Web 
services, mostly for free, delivered to our offices, homes and increasingly 
to our person. Ten years ago who would have anticipated having instant 
access to a geospatial map of your social network from your cell phone? 
Or having a transportation service operated on the Web that provides you 
with a car for an hour to run an errand1?  Or having a site where patients 
pool their disease treatment and outcome data to inform new patients 
directly and honestly2?  

We think of these now as obvious extensions to a pervasive Web and 
most of us anticipate more of the same in the near future.  

At an enterprise level, we have seen massive changes resulting from the 
spread of the Web. Globalization is enabled by open communication, and 
multi-national corporations have understood more clearly than most the 
business advantage of global integration. Globalization has brought both 
new levels of hope to the developing world and created a stronger and 
more assertive second world. The new economic landscape has created 
greater political interdependence and reduced hostility. Global awareness 
has also highlighted the socio-economic and environmental challenges 
we face as global citizens.

Notwithstanding the obvious challenges of precise prognostication, in 
this document we will attempt to extrapolate these trends and detail their 
potentially remarkable consequences. As futurist Ray Kurzweil reminds 

us,3 our technical evolution is currently undergoing exponential change, 
with the result that it is often difficult to grasp the consequences when 
the curve heads straight up.  

Anticipating Inflection Points
We have seen what happens with “viral adoption” of services (Skype, 
Google Search, among others). Many of us have also seen inflection 
points in technology, such as the shift to laptop computers. We expect a 
few similar shifts in usage patterns along with some profound shifts in IT 
infrastructure and capabilities that will encourage new business models 
and fresh perspectives on the way global enterprises function.

Our purpose is to create awareness of these possible shifts among 
internal innovators and leaders, so they can effectively prepare our 
Business Transformation/Information Technology (BT/IT) services to 
support future business needs.  

As we suggested earlier, such predictions about the future are certainly 
fraught with risk. Accordingly we assume the reader will calibrate these 
suggestions to their own circumstances and organizational dynamics. 
In some ways our intention is to be provocative and to encourage 
your thinking as well as to encourage your participation in ensuring a 
productive response.

This paper is organized into three main sections:
Business and use trends•	
Technology shifts•	
Opportunities for IBM’s BT/IT community•	

We conclude with a brief scenario to help provide insight into the 
capabilities an average employee might have in her daily routine in 2015.

Introduction
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“The future is already here - it is just 
unevenly distributed.”
  Novelist William Gibson, 1999



We interviewed over 30 strategy and technical leaders from IBM to 
identify challenges and trends that will have the greatest impact on IBM’s 
BT/IT in 2015. As one would expect, it is difficult to anticipate paradigm 
shifts or global events that may impact these assumptions, but the 
following represents a knowledgeable and thoughtful consensus.

Post Globalization
As a former U.S.-centric multinational enterprise, IBM is in the vanguard 
of enterprise globalization. We are quickly becoming a Globally Integrated 
Enterprise (GIE), driving consistent processes and standards in all 
geographies to support business flexibility and efficiency. This flexibility 
and efficiency is no longer an outsourcing imperative; it is a strategic use 
of scale, and is necessary for access to high-growth local markets.

We expect the GIE model to dominate global enterprises and accelerate 
the normalization of business environments, including communications 
bandwidth, access to capital, open markets, IP (Intellectual Property) 
protection, regulation, employment terms and leadership skills. In this 
context, continual challenges will arise with regard to human factors 
such as working across time zones. Other challenges include extended 
supply chains, local disruptions, infrastructure deficits and unique local 
regulation, among others.

Significant global change lies ahead. Climate change and its 
environmental impact, accelerating urbanization, deployment of 
telephony to all, the increasing economic gap between rich and poor, 
societal instability in some regions, and lack of clean water, among 
others, all generate challenges and opportunities. IBM and other global 
enterprises recognize the opportunity, as well as their unique capability 
to help solve these issues collaboratively for the common good.

Environmental and Energy
Climate change and the shift to a post-oil economy will reverberate in all 
businesses. Computing consumes 5% of the world’s electricity in 2008. 

This percentage will continue to increase until system-level approaches 
to efficiency bring energy costs down. An increasing emphasis in IT 
will be on remote sensors, smart (and social) control systems, business 
analytics and predictive modeling of energy usage.

Energy Technology (ET), largely based on IT, will be applied in all areas 
to conserve energy and reduce environmental impacts. New business 
opportunities with ET components will abound, from shared equipment 
usage to managing charge levels in electric car batteries.

Mobility
As a service provider, it is difficult to overstate the need to support IBM’s 
mobile workers, whose handheld devices will acquire the functionality of 
the usual desktop computing environment. This computing environment 
will be augmented with speech recognition, multi-touch displays, 
wireless broadband connectivity, GPS location and PC-like storage and 
power. These device-centric advances will be coupled with enterprise, 
collaboration, location and social networking services to create a 
powerful mobile paradigm. By 2015 we expect that most of the inhibitors 
to mobile computing will be resolved, including single mode networking, 
lack of wide area broadband and even lack of connectivity in cars and 
planes.

Conquering Information
The amount of data in the world is doubling every two years4,   and 
has long surpassed our ability to effectively manage it or use the raw 
data to discern critical business insights. The prognosis is improving, 
however, as we can now afford to collect metadata about usage and 
begin applying computational resources to generate missing metadata. 
New data techniques spawned from scientific research and web search, 
such as FastBit and Map Reduce, allow for the efficient indexing and 
correlation of disparate data. 

Associated with the rise of massive data is the emergence of Cloud 

Business and Usage Trends
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Computing and large scale data centers that are integrated to efficiently 
handle web search workloads and other distributed Internet applications. 
These centers will enable integration of massive data sets with 
almost immediate response times which can deliver location-specific 
information or new contextual insights into almost any human activity.

Transparent commerce
At all levels of business there is an increasing expectation for 
transparency and authenticity in relationships. This is driven by the web 
and by the availability of information about products and services. It is 
leveraged by businesses that are using transparency in their business 
model (e.g., TopCoder’s open auction for application development).

The promise of transparency has many potential advantages, including 
accountability of employees, rapid market acceptance/rejection of 
products via open feedback, and collaborative customer support 
(customers helping each other in open forums). While cultural and other 
barriers may prevent this model from working everywhere, customer 
expectations for finding information are increasing, driving the need for 
ever-greater transparency.  

Nature of work
The balance between “work” and “life” has blurred. For many connected 
workers who have integrated their work and life there is no “off” 
switch. We have come to describe the integration of work and life, 
and acknowledge that the resulting flexibility sought by employers 
and employees requires discipline on both sides. Technology will 
continue to enhance our ability to work in many contexts: during travel, 
at a client location and at home, thus improving the experience and 
accommodating the need for attention management.

As mentioned previously, the capabilities of individuals have risen 
enormously with Internet communications and low-cost services. As 
social computing and reputation management tools mature, the ability 

to manage project based work will improve. We anticipate that more 
employees will opt for flexible work relationships, often not dedicated to 
specific employers, but rather to the community of practice they pursue.

Generational and cultural accommodation
Gen X and Gen Y (“Millennial”) employees differ radically from employees 
in prior generations in their work styles, preferring open collaboration 
and casual organizational styles, assuming high IT literacy, acting in 
the context of social networks and demonstrating global awareness.  
These employees are skeptical of formal management authority and the 
information hoarding of prior generations.

Globalization is also highlighting differences in culture and cultural 
expectation as enterprises seek global integration and uniform polices. 
Management hierarchies, talent movement, collaboration styles, email 
etiquette—among other issues—vary widely across cultures. These 
gaps need to be accommodated in corporate awareness, as well as in 
tools for employees and clients. Cultural resistance may continue to be 
seen in attempts to preserve local traditions and behavior, if globalization 
is perceived to be equated with standardization. 

Consumer IT
While enterprise BT/IT has many scale advantages, it has been widely 
noted that recently the enterprise does not enjoy a unique advantage 
over consumer IT products and services currently available. In some 
ways the consumer has advantages in the area of price, convenience 
and support. This is largely due to intense competition in the PC market 
and the advent of very capable, advertising-supported web applications 
and services. 

Enterprises require levels of security and reliability that are rarely 
committed to on the Web, but often achieved. Security and reliability 
will likely improve in the next few years —and thus be more attractive 
to the enterprise—through the growth of secure client virtualization 
environments and enterprise security terms of service.  
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Technology trends

We believe there are three major shifts underway that will reshape our 
use of IT well beyond 2015:

The Web will mature as a standard application infrastructure that 1.	
spans all operating systems and devices and includes the power of 
active participation we refer to as Social Computing.
Sophisticated data processing techniques will rapidly evolve and be 2.	
deployed to index and correlate vast quantities of information in real 
time, typically using very large centralized server clusters. 
Computing devices will be fundamentally transformed by the 3.	
confluence of user interface innovations, networking, power and 
miniaturization, with smart phones and ambient displays largely 
supplanting the now-ubiquitous laptop as the business computing 
platform of choice.

Together these shifts enable many technical trends, including cloud 
computing, metadata generation, location and real-time-aware services, 
and Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery, among others. We fully expect 
our current technology trends, such as Services Oriented Architecture 
(SOA)5 , Web 2.0, and Social Computing to continue to enhance 
enterprise IT. 

By 2015 these and other emerging technologies will be enterprise 
standards. Additionally, several current technologies will mature 
and have widespread adoption by 2015, including “Green IT,” high 
definition visualization, personal data analytics, real world information 
augmentation, client virtualization and sensor networks.

The pragmatic, social Web 
Web Oriented Architecture (WOA) is a concept that originated from 
the beginnings of Web 2.0 and Services Oriented Architecture. WOA is 
the realization that the Web and its supporting formats, protocols and 
conventions are the de facto computing platform.

The emergence of a simple embedded scripting language—JavaScript—
with a technique for incremental XML data access (AJAX6) has produced 

a wide variety of interactive applications. These applications rival desktop 
equivalents and work across all operating systems and Web-capable 
mobile devices. This fundamental adaptability has enabled Web delivery 
of practically any application. Together with SOA this adaptability has 
spawned the concept of Software as a Service (SaaS), which we believe 
by 2015 will have largely replaced the requirement for installed desktop 
software. 

As one of our contributors pointed out, this shift has profound 
implications not only for the way we work, but the way in which we are 
identified in the workplace. As we become more mobile the fundamental 
definition of the employment contract will likely change as well. “There 
is an evolution toward practically everyone becoming a free agent,” this 
technologist observed, “offering their services to the highest bidder in 
a highly efficient Web-based auction. In turn this creates increasingly 
‘virtualized enterprises’ that look very different than today’s companies.”7 

All major desktop software application vendors are preparing for SaaS 
today. They are augmenting their desktop offerings with relevant 
enhancements and building large data centers to support SaaS over 
the Internet. This deployment flexibility is the main advantage of SaaS 
applications, delivered as efficient AJAX applications. It assumes the 
storage of our data in centralized servers (“the cloud”). In those servers 
the data can be managed, secured, integrated and mined for higher 
value. For the employee, such an approach permits a high degree of 
convenience, device independence and flexibility. By 2015 the average 
employee will have a dozen devices in her house capable of using 
corporate applications, thereby eliminating a single point of failure and 
providing the desired flexibility.

One of the Web 2.0 patterns already ingrained is participation, including 
the active engagement of users by consumer Web sites. These Web 
sites openly accept user tags, comments, ratings and reviews, and then 
share the results, adding increased value to their destination. Web 2.0 
has also spawned social networking, a rapidly growing phenomenon 



in which individual social networking users easily create profile pages, 
share activities and link to each other. Social networking participation is 
growing rapidly in large enterprises like IBM, where social computing can 
assist navigation, build trust and help integrate global teams.

Insights from Exabytes
At the current rate of doubling of global data every two years, the 
exabyte age is here, and bursting our capability to understand or manage 
it. 

In the enterprise, we have been closely managing our key “trusted” 
transactional data used to run the core business. As expected, we 
continue to bill clients, pay employees and create the quarterly reports 
based on this traditional structured data. Such structured data, however, 
represents only a small fraction of the total data flood. The vast majority 
of data is unstructured data, and is increasingly in the hands of 
employees or small teams to manage—or not, as they deem necessary. 
Examples of this unstructured data include email, instant messaging, 
online discussions, tags, network and system-level user identity and 
diagnostic information, among others.

The Web faced a similar challenge as the stream of data expanded 
exponentially. Existing search techniques left over from a simpler 
computing age were eclipsed by Google’s PageRank algorithm, which 
famously used web links to correlate existing human page links to 
produce very accurate results. 

To scale PageRank and other techniques to accommodate the 
burgeoning data stream, Google evolved a simplified programming model 
for processing large data sets. Engineers designed the computation in 
terms of a map-and-reduce function. The system then parallelizes the 
computation across clusters of servers—their “cloud computing” cluster. 
The cluster schedules the work to optimize the network and local disks 
and gracefully recover from any hardware failure. The system works very 
well for search, as well as for many data-intensive correlation tasks.

The enterprise web (“dark web”8) is estimated to be hundreds of times 
larger than the public Web, and has proven to be very difficult to search 
and understand. However, the fog that obscures the enterprise web is 
beginning to lift. Web 2.0 “tag services”9 and social computing activity 
are generating more internal metadata. By applying these Web 2.0 
techniques to valuable enterprise data, business advantage may finally 
be gained from enterprise-scale data sets, derived from employee 
computing activity.

Inspired partly by similar logic in Google’s MapReduce technology, 
Hadoop is an open source Java framework10 that enables high 
performance mapping of text structures for indexing and correlation on a 
scalable distributed server cluster. IBM has been partnering with Google 
and Yahoo to apply these techniques broadly and to build an academic 
curriculum around Hadoop. Beyond information retrieval and scientific 
data analysis, the potential of large-scale correlation for many other 
purposes is now becoming apparent. 

In the enterprise, this data correlation is valuable for business process 
efficiency, real time business intelligence and contextual information 
augmentation. Social computing and resource management will also 
benefit from the increasing use of these techniques. In fact, any business 
problem that can benefit from in-depth insight from all available 
knowledge is a potential candidate. 

Interface innovations
Immersive virtual world environments promise to enable better remote 
collaboration and to provide an opportunity for new forms of learning 
and design. Inhibitions to the acceptance and adoption of this technology 
include barriers to realistic avatar modeling, virtual navigation, balancing 
real and virtual attention, and compelling immersion. We think these 
barriers will be eliminated in the next few years, but virtual worlds will 
largely remain the domain of gamers and modelers.
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A more likely scenario is the gradual augmentation of the real world 
experience with computing accompaniments. As noted, our computing 
devices will continue to become much more capable and increasingly 
we will embed them into watches, glasses, clothing and jewelry. Smart 
phones and the personal network of interfaces you wear will capture and 
provide historical context for every interaction, and like a good assistant, 
will characterize interpersonal interactions and help you succeed when 
needed.  

By 2015 users will have the option of retinal displays11 for overlay 
information. Local wireless networks will allow smart phones to use 
wall, car, counter or refrigerator displays to project current work or 
collaboration video feeds. The price/performance tipping point for these 
display technologies is projected to be within the next seven years.

Input technologies are on a similar exponential path. We will soon 
have the computational power for generalized speech recognition on 
mobile devices. Accelerometers on smart phones are already providing 
application control. The Emotiv EPOC gamer headset12,  introduced this 
year, allows for basic brain wave control of the cursor in virtual world 
games. Multi-touch displays provide natural gesture recognition on 
tablets, wall displays and smart phones; soon cameras will allow similar 
control without touch. Interactive holographic displays are promised by 
2015, although unlikely to be widely deployed.

Given the expected low cost and embedded processing of future 
displays, together with advances in video compression and network 
bandwidth, we can anticipate more widespread use of high definition 
telepresence for both remote meetings and virtual ambient office 
interaction. As the delivery price drops, we expect a sea change in the 
use of interactive video.  

Such high definition displays will also help us navigate and make sense 
of information. Increasingly our business work will be focused on higher-
level interpretation of business events and opportunities. Most of the 
daily business processes will yield to automation with the occasional 
exception needing to be managed. Our current focus on discrete data 
will give way to using our unique pattern recognition abilities to see 
opportunities and issues in the more holistic fabric of our information 
flows and business results.

These innovations will change the nature of collaboration and remote 
work. As the cost of video in bandwidth and display “real estate” goes 
down, remote users will use video as an ambient telepresence. Users 
will eventually create a selective office of their own, populated with their 
selected video colleagues. Various cloaking and costume mechanisms 
as well as synthetic backgrounds will be available to manage privacy 
concerns.

Other trends with 2015 impact 
While we emphasize the evolving web platform, the information 
explosion and new interface designs, there are many other technology 
trends that will affect our enterprise as noted below:
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Cloud Computing
As discussed in prior versions of the CIO Outlook, massive and still-
expanding data centers support consumer IT services ranging from 
Web search to email to Web office suites to data backup. Such 
data centers are pushing the boundaries of scale, reliability and 
cost, making them a more viable enterprise design. In some cases, 
these centers were designed from the ground up to leverage low-
cost commodity PC components, deployed in a distributed parallel 
processing system that has enough redundancy to avoid backups 
and local failures.  

In essence these data centers, created to scale for large-scale high 
performance search systems, are now being repurposed as very 
effective general purpose SaaS server farms. Other vendors have 
taken traditional parallel processing and virtualization approaches 
to SaaS, but have not achieved the same cost efficiencies.

As a service, the concept of cloud computing is economically 
compelling. This model enables a smooth transition from laptops 
to mobile and then device-free computing, while offering central 
data management and synchronization across multiple devices. 
The cloud computing model promises simplicity for the user and 
flexibility and integration for the enterprise. We expect this model 
to be popular both as a business-to-business service and as an on-
premise lower cost data center.

Green IT
Energy and environmental costs will have an ongoing impact on 
business and computing costs. This cost pressure will accelerate 
current efforts to run all servers at high utilization, driving 
virtualization and systems-level thinking about our data centers 
in order to ensure maximum energy efficiency. This work is well 
underway in IBM’s datacenters and we expect ongoing analytics 
and systematic thinking to continue to find efficiencies.

Application assembly
Services Oriented Architecture has reduced the granularity 
of application components, and Web 2.0 mashups13 have 
demonstrated the value of ad hoc applications. Users see the 
value of task-specific widgets and frequently reassemble personal 
dashboards in their browsers. As tools mature for assembly and 
re-distribution, and as enterprise data becomes more accessible, 
we will see the inevitable and long desired opportunity for business 
analysts, process owners, managers and others to assemble and 
continuously adapt applications on their own via drag-and-drop 
actions.

The missing parts today are component scripting and data 
exchange. We have experimented with CoScripter,14 a Web-based 
script automation system and community wiki for automating 
Web applications. CoScripter has delivered encouraging results to 
date and we expect it will be a model for future community-based 
scripting. 

“The next round of Social Networking will be 
smaller – like joining a village, rather than a 
city.”
    Innovation Executive
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“I think we are missing the boat on Work/Life 
Integration – everyone is looking for flexibility.…”
    Communications Executive
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Opportunities

The role of today’s CIO is evolving beyond technology and managing IT 
infrastructure. Increasingly the CIO is being called on to provide strategic 
direction and to align IT innovation with business value. As IBM’s CIO 
pointed out, “In the traditional ‘innovation-validation-test’ model for 
systems development, value creation must increasingly be measured 
and evaluated at every step.”15  

Our goal in this section is to weave together the business trends and 
technology shifts highlighted above and suggest opportunities to explore 
and the resulting value to our business.

External collaboration and transparency
 A continuing emphasis at IBM has been to gain a deeper understanding 
and partnership with our clients. Traditionally as trust develops with 
our enterprise clients we open more of our resources to ensure their 
success. As we focus on smaller and more distributed opportunities, 
the Web will increasingly be used for this same purpose, exposing our 
capabilities, and managing more relationships through social computing.

We are taking steps today to share profiles and build collaboration 
infrastructure on our external web presence, ibm.com. These are great 
beginnings. However, progressing to truly integrated collaboration will 
require seamless sharing of data, insights and access to our resources. 
Moving these resources into the cloud and developing a secure and 
granular entitlement infrastructure will be crucial to integration and to a 
level of collaboration that only happens today on the enterprise side of 
the firewall. 

A primary impediment to transformation has been finding an adequate 
way to measure risks and rewards of direct collaboration with our 
clients. We are investing considerable resources in characterizing the 
productivity and fit of our service employees. Formulating a similar set 
of metrics for internal and client collaboration will provide a useful risk-
reward assessment framework. Once we have a grasp on the opportunity 
gap it will be important for us to drive the appropriate processes and 
infrastructure changes to facilitate the open partnership platforms we 
think will be the norm in 2015.

Insight for our real world
Location-based and peer-aware services for mobile devices are today 
focused on social connections and marketing opportunities. In the future 
this focus will expand to provide more relevant contextual information for 
every business situation. There are immediate opportunities to integrate 
existing market, product, client and collaboration information with real-
time news and context for immediate business insight. We have done 
this with mashups for specific internal clients; in the future this should be 
available in all contexts.

For example, a sales rep could be provided with full client information 
through a portal on her handheld as she approaches a client location. 
Or, when her manager calls, that same rep could be provided with the 
last ten emails exchanged with a customer. These elements could be 
combined with proximity sensing to identify all meeting attendees and 
their relationship to the rep.  

We believe the opportunity for this expanded data correlation is large; 
it would leverage the scale, trust and openness of IBM to provide a 
sustainable differentiator for employees. This is an ideal workload for 
cloud computing and can be piloted with modest investment.

There is much to be gained in piloting this type of functionality early at 
IBM and learning the challenges and opportunities of such augmentation 
services. An initial iteration of this service could be desktop widgets 
that sense work activity. These widgets could mature to desired location 
alerts on mobile devices. 

Social energy
We expect that our CIO and services delivery organizations will 
continue to drive down energy usage in our data centers and facilities. 
Simultaneously we can anticipate more emphasis on enhanced remote 
meeting experiences to reduce business travel. 

One opportunity we can lead is to experiment with all the ways 
social networking can today help us make the most of the travel we 
do. Whether the travel is long distance using one or more modes of 



transportation, or just walking to another building, more effective 
social networking will allow for more efficient travel. For example, 
sharing travel plans, car pooling, traffic awareness, commute-modeling 
and friend proximity would be easy to start now using tools already 
in place. More aggressive options might include modeling a team’s 
individual calendar for best face-to-face meeting times and automating 
necessary rescheduling. Another option might be developing “social level 
agreements” for negotiating infrastructure reliability needs around a 
group’s peak need.  

At IBM’s scale, small savings such as these will provide real returns 
for the environment and make a difference for the planet. Sharing this 
capability as a free open source utility would spread the benefit and help 
us integrate with client and partner travel.

This is just one example of applying social computing to help solve 
our energy and environmental challenges. Leveraging the ideas from 
internal events like Innovation Jam 200816 we can create an ongoing 
social site to collaborate on additional ideas and opportunities for IBM 
and the world. Focused projects like this are an excellent way to draw 
more employees into our social computing environments and help further 
integrate our global community.

Virtual client desktops
As we evolve to a web-delivered mobile application environment that is 
increasingly personalized, we should look to client virtualization to deliver 
a secure standard environment for employees. This will be required 
for smart phones as well as for the hybrid computing environments 
discussed above. As we shift to client-less virtual private network 

solutions and Web-based provisioning of productivity applications, 
we should investigate provisioning a simplified operating system 
environment that includes the user’s entire profile of preferences and 
data cache. As network speeds increase and devices (and device choice) 
proliferate, this will provide a standard, easily managed environment 
for all devices. The same provisioning concepts that apply today to 
traditional personal computers will soon apply to smart phones, web 
tablets, car communicators and wall display devices. 

Consumer IT and Cloud Computing
As noted above, mobility is an increasing need, and the mobile work 
force continues to demonstrate the substantial gains available in this 
computing mode. Depending on job function, employee productivity is 
substantially equivalent or superior to deskbound counterparts when 
operating all day on a smart phone. By 2015 we expect a large portion 
of the employee base will shift away from the common laptop for their 
computing and communications needs. Alternatives to the laptop abound, 
from smart phones to embedded/wearable interface devices (retinal 
display glasses, communication watches, etc.) to surface computing 
(large wall displays with multi-touch control and speech and gesture 
recognition).  

Given the technical competency of our workforce and the increasing ease 
of delivering a standard, secure virtual client environment, it will make 
sense to consider a “consumer choice” IT model. Employees can be 
offered the flexibility to choose their preferred IT devices and services. An 
annual expense budget for the technology can be included if they choose 
to self-manage this technology. Many employees already use their own 
devices for daily tasks, or supplement employer-provided equipment in 

“One paradox of pursuing excellence is over engineering 
each business process; we need to focus on the 95% 
case of success, not the exception handling.”  
      Client Process Transformation 
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home offices. Experimenting early will help IBM understand the dynamics 
of this business model and build a foundation for the project-oriented 
work environment of the future.

Delivering desktop-style applications via SaaS and providing central 
data storage via an external Compute Cloud would help to quantify the 
potential cost savings and security requirements for this long-expected 
return to centralized computing. It is prudent to experiment within 
our environment to measure the impact and benefits of centralized 
computing, especially among mobile and off-premise employees. 
Ultimately we will want to share this experience and the business results 
with our clients.

Business processes
Business process improvement today seems inscrutable to all but a 
small cadre of “Lean Sigma Black Belts.” These highly trained specialists 
are focused on complex, formal enterprise processes. 

In 2015 we expect that business processes will become less opaque to 
their business owners and users and thus far more efficient. This will be 
accomplished through a combination of automated risk management, 
process instrumentation, as well as through better data access and 
annotation (“tagging”). All of these factors will allow process owners to 
better understand the dynamics of real world usage. Further, application 
assembly techniques will allow process owners to keep pace with the 
business dynamics and ensure each process reflects real business need.

This is an opportunity-rich environment. With the tools available or soon 
to be available we have the capacity to monitor and analyze processes at 

an increasingly granular scale and in more direct visual representations. 
Until automated analysis matures, we can begin to experiment with 
end-user equivalents to annotate process steps and data and model the 
aggregate results. Demonstrating application modification on a small 
scale when we redesign processes will provide proof points and needed 
demonstrations to accelerate these improvements.

Generational autonomy
Much has been written about the work styles of younger workers, 
especially the Millennial Generation, whose academic career was 
enhanced with social networking capabilities. Many Millennials would, if 
allowed, do much of their work on open platforms that integrate social 
computing. They prefer to have their activities be visible and for their 
work to accrue evidence that enhances open reputations. This style of 
work has many benefits for IBM and its clients and the fluidity of work 
we expect in the future.

We believe that this mode of operating will become an accepted norm in 
2015 for a significant percentage of our employees. In preparation, we 
should experiment with giving younger advanced technology teams the 
opportunity to hack the traditional collaboration tools (email and instant 
messaging) and create their own work environment, consistent with our 
security needs and connectivity needs, based on open social computing 
platforms such as Lotus Connections.

Allowing this freedom, if instrumented properly, could help our clients 
understand the business value of integrated, social tools and the 
expected attraction of such environments for new employees. If 
successful, such openness will set the stage for new virtual tools to 
encourage co-creation with clients as well.
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It has been useful to conjure up a typical sequence of business activities 
in the future to illustrate how these new capabilities might change the 
pace and depth of our activities.  Here is a typical example of global 
collaboration showing the utility of expanded communication, social 
reputations and the value of having all these tools integrated on a mobile 
platform.

As Flight 182 climbs out of San Jose, the pilot turns off the seatbelt sign 
and Ai Teng settles in for the six-hour supersonic trip back to Singapore. 
The exponential advances in computing power had delivered the plane 
she sat in ten years earlier than anyone expected. 

Ai powers on her Nokia Z communicator and opens a video chat with 
her family at home for a quick goodnight before settling down to work. 
After a few funny stories about her farewell dinner last night in Sausalito, 
she whispers goodnight and takes a quick peek at her work feeds. She 
notices a priority request from Pham Hoa, an IBM Managing Partner in 
Hanoi. Ai remains impressed with Nokia’s directional sound technology. 
Without an earpiece and without lifting the handset to her ear, she can 
hear perfectly and can speak in a near whisper to callers while not 
disturbing nearby fellow passengers.

Ai had heard Pham speak at an innovation forum in Singapore last year. 
She was very impressed and had considered “friending” her, but like 
many social techniques she felt shy doing so without meeting her face to 
face. Now, hearing in Pham’s video message that she was looking for a 
materials scientist, Ai’s curiosity is aroused. 

Pham’s video was recorded from her car in traffic, but the image and 
voice message are crisp. It’s clear that Pham is in a bind. Tim Clark from 
Darwin Solar, one of IBM’s largest energy partners in Asia, has a huge 
problem. Pham was the IBM executive lead on the project and she needs 
an answer now. Darwin’s solar farm in Yulara, Australia had just been 
shut down. A few weeks of high wind and hot weather had stressed the 
Pyrex heat exchange tubes on the collectors, causing them to fracture.
As Pham explained in the video message, the Yulara farm has over 

30 kilometers of collector tubes. Tim was concerned that the whole 
plant was going to be ruined because of the fractured tubes. Pham 
had forwarded video of the tubes and wanted Ai’s expertise as soon as 
possible.

Pham is still in her car, still in traffic in downtown Hanoi when Ai’s signal 
comes onto her handheld. Surrounded by electric scooters, many of 
which are making liberal use of their horns, Pham looks calm as she 
connects with Ai’s incoming call. She leads with a sincere apology.

“Sorry to bother you on your flight, Ai.”

Pham had found Ai after requesting a correlation for high temperature 
ceramics and surface properties on the IBM Answer Cloud. Ai’s expertise 
and research were in these areas, and the information had appeared 
within a few seconds after Pham’s request, along with a wealth of helpful 
personal and professional information. 

Ai knew from the Nokia Z’s voice patterning that Pham was anxious.  

“No worries, Pham,” Ai calmly replied. “How can I help?”

After asking several relevant questions, Ai surmised that the windstorms 
and heat in the Outback by Yulara were probably flexing the tubes. 

“Do you know if the support structures are strong enough?” Ai asked. 

“I think so,” Pham replied, “but let me get Tim Clark on the call.”

Tim was on-site in the plant workshop managing the tube repair. Some 
of his technicians were visible in the background when he joined the 
call. The scene filled Ai’s field of vision on her retinal display, giving her 
an eerie sense of being on scene, something that she still hadn’t quite 
gotten used to. 

Tim was fairly laid-back but knowledgeable. He told Pham and Ai that 
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five tubes had failed. He had ordered the collectors to be positioned away 
from the sun to avoid further damage. 

Ai asked about the fracture pattern. Tim aimed his videophone at one of 
the glass pieces, which seemed to have a rough circumferential break. Ai 
asked about the surface. Tim confirmed what Ai thought she saw on her 
display: the glass had a cloudy etched look.  

“I think those breaks may be due to sand storms etching the glass,” Ai 
said. “The etching probably started some micro fractures. That could 
weaken the glass enough that the stress of high winds and thermal 
fluctuation might have caused the break.”

She asked Tim if that made sense. He looked baffled. 

“These tubes are designed to take six times the load in a storm and 
survive,” he muttered.  

“Micro fractures are very dangerous on any ceramic material,” Ai said 
with a reassuring smile, “and can easily lead to deep fractures. The good 
news is that the tubes can be coated and surface annealed in situ to 
prevent this.” 

Tim was relieved to know the potential source of the problem. But he 
still had work to do. Ai’s prognosis meant a long inspection and repair 
process for him and his team.

Pham rejoined the video conversation, thanking Ai and asking if a lab 
analysis could confirm her hunch. They agreed the lab at the University 
of Melbourne could do a surface analysis. When Melbourne finished Ai 
could then run a full stress test and repair simulation on the IBM cloud 
before the inspection and repair work got started.  

Ai suggested that it might take an hour or two to complete the process, 
and asked if Tim would mind uploading the plant’s design simulation to 
the IBM cloud to get things going.

While Ai and Tim were diagnosing the etched tubes, Pham had pulled into a 
parking space in front of her building. As she walked into her office the image 
on her handheld appeared on the giant screen built into the wall across from 
her desk. Pham’s presence-awareness application had automatically joined 
the GBS risk lead, Ken Lu, on the call. All four parties appeared automatically 
on a split screen.

After brief greetings, Ken reminded Tim that Darwin was insured for 
operational outages. He suggested getting the AXA coverage team on site as 
soon as possible. 

Tim agreed. Now he was smiling. 

While Ken and Tim were coordinating with Pham, Pham’s video attention 
control alerted that Ai’s attention had started to drift to other messages. 

She graciously thanked Ai for her technical help and wished her a pleasant 
return flight.

Ai signed off the video call. She began editing last night’s videos from dinner. 
She thought to herself, “Which joke can I clean up enough to post on my 
IBM profile?” She knew her parents were always monitoring her site and 
regretted the day she “friended” her mother after college. As a 26-year-old 
this was getting embarrassing. 

Ai was posting the mildest video she could find when she noticed a bump 
in her work reputation curve. Pham had already posted “Blue Kudos” with a 
very flattering comment about her work with Tim and Ken. Pham was well 
regarded in the global IBM community, so this recommendation carried extra 
weight. 

Ai smiled with satisfaction, and after one last check of video messages, she 
decided to cloak her location for the rest of the flight. 

She took the beverage proffered by the flight attendant and settled back to 
watch Matrix VII, The Machine Lives, with her new Nokia projection glasses.
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Summary

As in past decades, the IT industry will continue to drive innovation. 
Rapidly increasing communications, computing and collaboration will 
be harnessed to solve our growing global challenges. Progressive global 
enterprises like IBM are once again at the forefront of business and 
social change as we continue to harvest our experience and apply it 
across geographies and at many scales.

Today more than ever, change is the only constant. But the exponential 
increases in the speed of change challenges us and threatens to obscure 
all but the most obvious short-term opportunities and perils. 

But one reality is plain: we are changing quickly. Perhaps the most 
rational response to this change is to ensure as much flexibility as 
possible in infrastructure and planning.

For example, the value in one recent trend, Web 2.0, was in 
demonstrating the business value of moving from closed channels of 
communication (email and instant messaging) to open platforms for 
communication (wikis and blogs).  These flexible new platforms allow 
structure to emerge and be refined as needed; the resulting data is 
always easy to repurpose.  

To gain maximum advantage for IBM and our ecosystem of clients, 
partners and employees, we need to move our business to an equivalent 
open platform. Such a platform will allow us to be increasingly nimble 
in our responsiveness to opportunities we will be managing in 2015 and 
beyond.
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